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"Even 20 years on, MSA is still one of the requirements in IATF 16949 least
understood by organizations! Many organizations have a Gauge R &R excel
spreadsheet (often given to them by a consultant or downloaded from the
internet), where they measure some parts, input the data, but have no idea
how to interpret the data. 

Also, we have seen many corrupt spreadsheets with the wrong formula that
make the data worthless anyway!

Many organizations need to increase the skills in this core tool and
understand that MSA does not only about GRR%, but it includes bias,
linearity, and stability for variable equipment, and Kappa for attribute
measuring systems (e.g. Visual, go-no go gauges etc.)

In this FREE Seminar, we will be focusing one at a time andfor this session we
will be explaining about the Bias Study.

Do not miss this session..."
                                 -Azrul Faizal (the Speaker)

SEMINAR OVERVIEW

Azrul Faizal, IATF 16949 Custodian
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SEMINAR OBJECTIVES

Conclude the Bias analysis in MSA study.
Explain the Bias index generated from MSA
study.
Perform technical interpretation of the Bias
data.
Explain the AIAG Bias calculation and
dissecting the elements that becomes the
basis of Bias study.  

At the end of the session, participants shall be
able to:–
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A quick snapshot of IATF 16949 requirements that

require MSA practitioners to be well versed with

all the technical and statistical aspects of MSA.  

Identifying 10 mandatory MSA indices that need

to be fully understood by MSA practitioners.

BIAS concept according to AIAG requirements.

Understanding Bias calculation and the

acceptance criteria based on AIAG blue book.

How to know whether the Bias is acceptable and

justification to say so.

Tips for answering Auditor's favorite questions.

SEMINAR OUTLINE
8TH FEBRUARY 2022
3PM TO 4PM
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